Huntington High School
The Sound of Music
Cast List

Maria Rainer, a postulant at Nonnberg Abbey
Katherine Gerdes
The Mother Abbess
Chelsea Holmes
Sister Berthe, Mistress of Novices
Stephanie Shea
Sister Margaretta, Mistress of Postulants
Anna Schiffmacher
Sister Sophia
Laura Ironman
Captain Georg von Trapp
Josh Morris
Franz, the butler
Zach Burden
Frau Schmidt, the housekeeper
Anna Wertheim

The Children of Captain von Trapp

Liesl, age 16
Alexandra Grabowski
Friedrich, age 14
Declan Byrne
Louisa, age 13
Brianne Bennett
Kurt, age 10
Andrew Gunther
Brigittta, age 9
Nancy Fallon
Marta, age 7
Carolanne Buonciello
Georg, the youngest
Kevin McConnell

Rolf Gruber, age 17
Nick Freiman
Elsa Schraeder
Monica Owen
Max Detweiler       Ben Rosen-Packard
Ursula             Mary Pulizzotto
Herr Zeller        Ben Wyrick
Frau Zeller        Emily McGoldrick
Baron Elberfeld    Marc Widerman
Baroness Elberfeld Sarah Mosden
A New Postulant    Rachel Carpenter
Admiral von Schreiber Mattison Chadwick

Nuns' Chorus
Liz Roman, Sarah Mosden, Stephanie Powers, Anna Schiffmacher
Alex Reinertsen, Stephanie Shea, Laura Ironman, Judy Greco, Rachel Carpenter
Mary Pulizzotto, Jackie Contino, Katelyn Postiglione, Caroline Maggio, Hannah Pipolo
Brianne Neira, Olivia Liepa, Alana Harvey, Hailey Giordano, Josh Stickell

Party Guests
Spencer Pashkin    Colin Kirkpatrick    Landary Rivas
Alex Ulloa        Collin Francis       Justin Waite
Josh Stickell     Kaylyn Johnston      Alex Reinertsen
Cara Sorrentino   Bianca Cadet         Holly Grabowski
Liz Roman          Hannah Pipolo

Nazi Soldiers
Spencer Pashkin    Colin Kirkpatrick    Alex Ulloa
Collin Francis     Justin Waite